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Abstract: Big Data Analytics and Deep Learning are not 

supposed to be two entirely different concepts. Big Data means 

extremely huge large data sets that can be analyzed to find 

patterns, trends. One technique that can be used for data analysis 

so that able to help us find abstract patterns in Big Data is Deep 

Learning. If we apply Deep Learning to Big Data, we can find 

unknown and useful patterns that were impossible so far. These 

techniques are currently a much active area of research in 

medical science. With increasing size and complexity of medical 

data like X-rays, deep learning gained huge success in prediction 

of many diseases like pneumonia, diabetes. In this paper, we 

proposed two deep learning models using Keras and also we will 

build a regression model to predict an employee‟s wage per hour, 

and we will build a classification model to predict whether or not 

a patient has diabetes.  

Index terms: Deep Learning, Bigdata.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

In simple word, the term of Big Data means 

collecting, processing and presenting the results of huge 

amounts of data that comes at high speed in a variety of 

formats. Traditional Machine Learning tools have 

shortcoming when they face with Big Data and want to solve 

Big Data area problems. 

Big Data and deep learning are two important words 

in data science now days. Big Data Analytics and Deep 

Learning are two high-focus of data science. The large 

volumes of data collected by organizations are utilized for 

various purposes such as for solving problems in marketing, 

technology, medical science, national intelligence, fraud 

detection etc. Traditional data processing systems are not 

adequate to handle, analyze and process as the collected data 

are unlabelled, uncategorized and very complex.  

Deep learning is an increasingly popular subset of 

machine learning. Deep learning models are built using neural 

networks. A neural network takes in inputs, which are then 

processed in hidden layers using weights that are adjusted 

during training. Then the model spits out a prediction. The 

weights are adjusted to find patterns in order to make better 

predictions. The user does not need to specify what patterns to 

look for — the neural network learns on its own. Deep 

learning is appropriate for exploiting large volumes of data 

and for analyzing raw data from multiple sources and in 

different styles.  

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A.  BIGDATA: 

While the term “big data” is relatively new, the act of 

gathering and storing large amounts of information for 

eventual analysis is ages old. The concept gained momentum 

in the early 2000s when industry analyst Doug Laney 

articulated the now-mainstream definition of big data as the 

three Vs. 

 

B. DEEP LEARNING:  

Deep learning is an aspect of artificial intelligence (AI) that is 

concerned with emulating the learning approach that human 

beings use to gain certain types of knowledge. At its simplest, 

deep learning can be thought of as a way to automate 

predictive analytics Share .Deep Learning is a subfield of 

machine learning concerned with algorithms inspired by the 

structure and function of the brain called artificial neural 

networks. Yoshua Bengio is another leader in deep learning 

although began with a strong interest in the automatic feature 

learning that large neural networks are capable of achieving. 

He describes deep learning in terms of the algorithms ability to 

discover and learn good representations using feature 

learning.“Deep learning algorithms seek to exploit the 

unknown structure in the input distribution in order to 

discover good representations, often at multiple levels, with 

higher-level learned features defined in terms of lower-level 

features”. 

 

C. KERAS:  

Keras is a powerful and easy-to-use free open source Python 

library for developing and evaluating deep learning models. It 

wraps the efficient numerical computation libraries Theano 

and Tensor Flow and allows you to define and train neural 

network models in just a few lines of code. Use Keras if you 

need a deep learning library that:  1.Allows for easy and fast 

prototyping (through user friendliness, modularity, and 

extensibility) 2.Supports convolution networks and recurrent 

networks, as well as combinations of the two. 3. Runs 

seamlessly on CPU and GPU.  It runs on Python 2.7 or 3.5 and 

can seamlessly execute on GPUs and CPUs given the 

underlying frameworks.  

 

Build Deep Learning Models with Keras: 

The focus of Keras is the idea of a model. The main type of 

model is called a Sequence which is a linear stack of layers. we 



 

 

create a sequence and add layers to it in the order that you 

wish for the computation to be performed. Once defined, you 

compile the model which makes use of the underlying 

framework to optimize the computation to be performed by 

your model. In this you can specify the loss function and the 

optimizer to be used. Once compiled, the model must be fit to 

data. This can be done one batch of data at a time or by firing 

off the entire model training regime. This is where all the 

compute happens. Once trained, you can use your model to 

make predictions on new data. 

 

We can summarize the construction of deep learning models in 

Keras as follows: 

1. Define your model. Create a sequence and add layers. 

2. Compile your model. Specify loss functions and 

optimizers. 

3. Fit your model. Execute the model using data. 

4. Make predictions. Use the model to generate 

predictions on new data. 

III. PROPOSED WORK: 

Keras is a user-friendly neural network library written in 

Python. We will propose two deep learning models using 

Keras: one for regression and one for classification. We will 

build a regression model to predict an employee‟s wage per 

hour, and we will build a classification model to predict 

whether or not a patient has diabetes. The datasets we will be 

using are relatively clean, so we will not perform any data 

preprocessing in order to get our data ready for modeling. 

Datasets that you will use in future projects may not be so 

clean — for example, they may have missing values — so you 

may need to use data preprocessing techniques to alter your 

datasets to get more accurate results. 

A. Reading in the training data 

For our regression deep learning model, the first step is to read in 

the data we will use as input. For this example, we are using the 

„hourly wages‟ dataset 

 

 

B. Split up the dataset into inputs and targets 

Next, we need to split up our dataset into inputs (train_X) and 

our target (train_y). Our input will be every column except 

„wage_per_hour‟ because „wage_per_hour‟ is what we will be 

attempting to predict. Therefore, „wage_per_hour‟ will be our 

target. We will use pandas „drop‟ function to drop the column 

„wage_per_hour‟ from our data frame and store it in the 

variable „train_X‟. This will be our input. 

 

We will insert the column „wage_per_hour‟ into our target 

variable (train_y). 

#create a dataframe with only the target column 

train_y = train_df[['wage_per_hour']] 

#view dataframe 

train_y.head() 

C. Building the model 

Next, we have to build the model. Here is the code: 

 

D. Compiling the model 
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Next, we need to compile our model. Compiling the model 

takes two parameters: optimizer and loss.The optimizer 

controls the learning rate. 

#compile model using mse as a measure of model performance 

model.compile(optimizer='adam', loss='mean_squared_error') 

E. Training the model 

Now we will train our model. To train, we will use the „fit()‟ 

function on our model with the following five parameters: 

training data (train_X), target data (train_y), validation split, 

the number of epochs and callbacks. 

 

F. Making predictions on new data 

If you want to use this model to make predictions on new data, 

we would use the „predict()‟ function, passing in our new data. 

The output would be „wage_per_hour‟ predictions. 

 

IV. Classification model 

Now let‟s move on to building our model for classification. 

Since many steps will be a repeat from the previous model, I 

will only go over new concepts.For this next model, we are 

going to predict if patients have diabetes or not. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

When separating the target column, we need to call the 

„to_categorical()‟ function so that column will be „one-hot 

encoded‟. Currently, a patient with no diabetes is represented 

with a 0 in the diabetes column and a patient with diabetes is 

represented with a 1. With one-hot encoding, the integer will 

be removed and a binary variable is inputted for each category. 

In our case, we have two categories: no diabetes and diabetes. 

A patient with no diabetes will be represented by [1 0] and a 

patient with diabetes will be represented by [0 1]. 

 



 

 

 
The last layer of our model has 2 nodes — one for each 

option: the patient has diabetes or they don‟t.The activation is 

„softmax‟. Softmax makes the output sum up to 1 so the 

output can be interpreted as probabilities. The model will then 

make its prediction based on which option has a higher 

probability. 

#compile model using accuracy to measure model performance 

model_2.compile(optimizer='adam', 

loss='categorical_crossentropy', metrics=['accuracy']). 

We will use „categorical_crossentropy‟ for our loss function. 

This is the most common choice for classification. A lower 

score indicates that the model is performing better.To make 

things even easier to interpret, we will use the „accuracy‟ 

metric to see the accuracy score on the validation set at the 

end of each epoch. 

#train model 

model_2.fit(X_2, target, epochs=30, validation_split=0.2, 

callbacks=[early_stopping_monitor]) 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT  

 

Big Data presents significant challenges to deep learning Deep 

learning technique can be used for data analysis so that able to 

help us find abstract patterns in Big Data. If we apply Deep 

Learning to Big Data, we will find unknown and useful 

patterns that were impossible. Deep Learning has an 

advantage of potentially providing a solution to address the 

data analysis and learning problems found in massive volumes 

of input data. In this paper , two models are utilized to train an 

efficient deep  machine learning based prediction model for 

predicting diabetes in patients and predicting employee‟s 

wage per hour . Deep learning makes this task more effective 

as deep learning is efficient in case of image data processing. 

For future work, optimization of results will be done for 

improving the performance of prediction. Further, more 

volume of image data will be collected and data processing is 

done on the top of Hadoop framwork. 
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